In today’s highly competitive global financial market, speed and reliability are the cornerstone of sustainable business growth. China Telecom Europe (CTE)’s Ultra Low Latency solution is specifically aimed at business conduction time-sensitive electronic trading between Europe and Asia. Built to service ultra-fast transactions with enhanced reliability, CTE’s customers benefit from a stable scalable, low-risk solution and 24x7 support.

Powering the Global Economy
Our network of colocation services in nine key financial markets – including London, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Tokyo – means CTE can offer some of the best low latency connectivity on the market. For example, the Shenzhen-Hong Kong connection has an expected latency just 2ms, outperforming every other provider in the market, while the Shanghai-London connection latency is just 166ms.

Full Range of Financial Solutions
- Network Services
- Premium China internet connection, including anti-DDOS
- Complete cloud infrastructure and application portfolio
- World-class network of data centres
- IT service expertise, including system monitoring and maintenance
- Cost-effective global VPN solutions
- Enhanced disaster recovery service
- 24X7 multi-language customer services, support and assistance

CTE’s Ultra Low Latency Solution
– Your global digital silk road to the world’s key financial markets

CTE provides the fastest connectivity with guaranteed level of availability and resilience, making it the ideal choice for your global trading needs.

- Fully redundant connectivity, ensuring high resilience
- High data security, including network firewalls
- Peace of mind from SLA
- In-built flexibility, scaling from 2 Mbps to 10 Gbps seamlessly
Ultra-fast access to the three key exchanges in China

Avoidance of bottlenecks with large, dedicated bandwidth connections

Highly flexible, very scalable, always resilient

Domestic Future Exchange Platform

– Putting China on your doorstep

CTE’s ultra-fast trading platform connects the three national level future exchanges of Shanghai, Dalian and Zhengzhou, offering ultra-low latency, fast response and enhanced performance.

- Ultra-fast access to the three key exchanges in China
- Avoidance of bottlenecks with large, dedicated bandwidth connections
- Highly flexible, very scalable, always resilient

China Telecom is committed to establishing a Digital Information Silk Road that links Europe and Asia to serve as the gateway for businesses to expand both into and out of China. We are the largest fixed line operator in the world and own the richest Chinese Internet content.

- China Telecom’s Euro-Asia network infrastructure
- Low latency solution between Europe and Asia
- Competitive pricing and industry solutions
- Award winning customer service
- Proactive Network Management Services (NetCare)
- Master Service Agreement